Dear CLWC Members,
The Board is extremely happy with the progress made on our water system improvements, which
were ratified by vote in the February 2014 annual meeting. These improvements along with the
added storage capacity, which should be complete by the end of August, have allowed us the
luxury of increasing our irrigation schedule from two days a week to three. When the system is
complete, the Board is confident that we will have a quality water system that will allow us to
grow for the foreseeable future.
As you are probably aware, CLWC sources it’s water from six deep wells, which have been drilled
over a period of years, the most recent being Well #7 that was drilled last year. Our water comes
from an underground aquifer, which can and will produce sand and other debris from time to
time. Just a few of the things that can cause this debris are, age of the well, changes in the aquifer
environment and the changing seasons. This debris has the ability to plug water filters, sprinkler
systems and various other home systems.

**The board recommends that all homes in CLWC have a sand filter applied
to their water source line for the entire property receiving water.
Included in our improvements, is providing fire protection to the areas of the neighborhood where
it was determined fire hydrants were lacking.

**Both the hydrant installation and the new well may have produced some
blue plastic chards that could be in your filter systems, you may need to flush/
clean your filtration systems in your homes or at any filtering sources to
include pressure reducing valves.
CLWC Water Operations is consistently chlorinating the tanks on a per-needed basis to keep our
water delivery free of coliform and meeting state standards. Some persons have complained about
excessive chlorine and or cloudy or smelly water. The Board assures you that CLWC is meeting
the State standard for drinking water.
I appreciate all persons whom have contacted me about your water and its condition. Most
present, board members put in a minimum of 20 hours a week to the service of supplying CLWC
water to its present and future members. It is our desire as a board and consumers of the same
water distribution to meet the goal of a healthy corporation and good result.
A progress report of our system upgrade will be forthcoming. You are always advised to go to
www.clwcorp.net for additional information.
Tina Bataska
Comore Loma Water President

